Molecular Profiling of RNA Tumors Using High-Throughput RNA Sequencing: Overview of Library Preparation Methods.
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is revolutionizing the study of cancer by providing a highly sensitive and robust tool to interrogate the transcriptome. It leverages the power of deep sequencing technology and provides global and multidimensional views of transcriptional landscapes in healthy and tumor tissues. Such information is contributing innovative insights to our understanding of the genetic basis of cancer and the progression of the disease. RNA-seq is a superior technology to DNA microarrays in that it provides digital rather than analog information on transcripts and their isoforms. The front end (sequencing library preparation and validation) is technically complex and time intensive. The primary objective in preparing a sequencing library is to eliminate or minimize bias, so that the library is reflective of the input RNA sample in terms of both sequence content and transcript abundance. This chapter describes the RNA-seq approach, and reviews methods and good practices for library preparation and sequencing.